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1. Proof of Theorem II, part (a). Recall Lemma III part (e) 
that the polynomials J N are homogeneous linear forms over K in the 
f<i>(w1) if (3) is a homogeneous linear differential equation. For each 
positive integer N let W N be the vector space over K spanned by J N, 
J N+b .... Since an infinite number oftheJ N are nonzero we have [W N: K] > l 
00 
for each N. Set w = n WN. For some positive integer No, w = WNo= 
N=l 
= W No+l = .... Without loss of generality we may take No to be larger 
than c1. There exists a positive integer C21 such that JN0 , ••• , and JNo+c21 
span WN0 = W. Define 
We wish to show that for each N:;;;.No the numbers JN, ... , and JN+c22 
span W. If N =No we have nothing to show because c22:>c21· Assuming 
the result for N;;;;.No>C! we have 
c22+1 
JN= ! fltJN+i 
i=l 
for a set of flt inK by Lemma III part(£}, since c22+ l :;;;.c2. Thus JN+l, ... , 
and JN+l+C22 span W. 
Let us choose a basis v~, ... , and Vk for W over K out of J No• ... , and 
J No+c22 • Where, for a set of algebraic integers e~i not all zero, 
we define rx11 by 
Now 
(19) 
Vq= ! e~i f<i>(wJ) 
i.i 
(l <.q<.k) 
rx11 = ! e~·i rxt, i. 
i,i 
If we knew that for each e>O there existed a c1(e)>0 independent of 
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(tX, tXt, ... , tXk) such that 
we would have 
. (nt ~ax {ie~·ii})-6<Z-1J 
•.i.a 
and it would follow, using this and (19), that 
~~xI f<i>(w1) - lX~,i I ;:;;. c(e) n:,~n {((l + r;xi) (l + llXd }1-1 )-6} 
for a constant c(e) > 0 independent of the choice of (tX, tXo,t, ... tXn-t,t). 
Therefore we need only demonstrate (20). Now is becomes necessary 
to prove two lemmas. 
Lemma IV. For each positive integer N;:;;.No and (tXt, ... , tXk)* 
(0, ... , 0) there exists a linear form 
in the v1 with algebraic integral coefficients IJN in K such that, where 
c2a> l and c24> l are constants independent of N and (tXt, ... , lXk}, we 
have: 
k 
(a) ~ IL~I = !LNI < (c2am)m, 
i=1 
(b) 
and 
(c) 
Proof: Given N;:;;.No we may write JN in the basis Vt, ... , and Vk. 
We shall show below that there exists a positive integer U independent 
of N such that each UJN(N;:;;.No) is a linear combination of Vt, ... , and 
Vk with algebraic integral coefficients. Since JN, ... , and JN+c22 span W 
we may choose JNH1 , ... , and JNHk to be k linearly independent forms 
with 0 <it< iz < ... < ik < c22· The determinant of coefficients of these k 
linear forms in Vt, ... , and vk does not vanish. Hence, replacing each 
v1 by lXJ in the JN+iv ... , and JNHk will yield at least one nonzero number. 
(Recall (tXt, ... , tXk)*(O, ... , 0).) Thus at least one of the forms UJN, ... , 
and UJ N+c22 satisfies requirement (c); LN may then be chosen to be 
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anyone of there forms which satisfy (c). Now 
I ± L}vvil < U max {[JNH[}.;;;;: U max (c15Jm+i)<mH>Bx i=l O<;;;i<;;;c22 O<;;;i<;;;c22 
< U(cis/m)m6x, if m>Cis, 
< Uczs(cis/m)m6x, in all cases, 
for an appropriately chosen positive integer Czs independent of N. Thus 
where 
we have 
This proves (b). 
We shall now prove the existence of U, and the method of proof will 
show us how to demonstrate part (a) of the lemma. Pick out a maximal 
linearly independent set of numbers /-lb ... , and f-lp over K from among 
f(wi), ... , and f<n-I>(we). Each f<i>(wi) may be written as a linear combination 
of f-li, ... , and f-lP· There exists M, a positive integer, such that each 
Mf<i>(wj} may be written as a linear combination of /-lb ... , and f-lp with 
algebraic integral coefficients. Then each MJ N may be written, uniquely, 
as a linear combination of f-li, ... , and f-lp with algebraic integral coefficients. 
Suppose that N;;.No and that 
'P k 
MJN= 2 llz{lz= 2 Mg;1v1 
1=1 i=l 
are the unique representations of MJ N, first as an element of the vector 
space over K generated by the f<i>(wi) and second as an element of the 
subspace W. The numbers flz are algebraic integers. Now each Mv1 is 
a MJN for some N;;.No; hence, each Mv1 may be written as 
where the rt are all algebraic integers. Thus we have 
and the coefficients must be identical so 
(1 .;;;;l.;;;;p). 
We wish to regard this as a set of p;;. k equations in the k unknowns 
(/JJ· By assumption one solution exists. If another solution existed we 
would have two representations of MJN in the basis f-li, ... , and f-lP· Thus 
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there exist k independent equations. By Cramer's rule we have 
cp;= (det L1)-I (det L11) 
for matrices L1 and L11 which have only algebraic integral entries. Let 
U be a positive integer such that U(det LJ)-I is an algebraic integer. It 
follows that UcpJ is an algebraic integer for each j. Hence 
'P 
UJN= ! (Ucpj)V; 
l~l 
has algebraic integral coefficients. 
Now to show (a). If we write J N regarded as a linear form in the basis 
VI, ... , and Vp our new value for [JN[ is at most c26 times the previous 
value where c26 > l is a constant independent of N. (To see this actually 
carry out the change of variables and collect terms. By [J N[ from now 
on we mean with respect to the basis VI, ... , and Vp.) Then setting c27 = U c26 
and c2a=C27c14 we have [LN[ < c27(c14m)m< (c2am)m. This proves Lemma IV. 
For Lemma V below we shall assume that (<XI, ... , <Xk) =!= (0, 0, ... , 0), 
tX=/=0, each [tXJ/tX[<;(max {[vJ[})+l, and that 
(h=t(p+c:I)-I-l>l-l+c:I. Also, set 1p=(l+c:I)((h-l+l-c:I)-I, and 
'lj!-I=Q. 
Lemma V. For each (,x, <XI, ••• , <Xk), with at most a finite number of 
exceptions, there exists a positive integer N such that 
(i) tiJ1 L}vtXJI > !([LN[ m~x {[tXJ[})-<l-I) > f,XI(c24/m)m81 > f<XIIJ1 VNvil 
and 
(ii) [LN[ < (c2am)m<(f,XI (max {[,x1[})l-I)"' 
i 
holds simultaneously. (Also we may replace [,x[ in (i) and (ii) by any 
function of ,x which is at least [,x[ and which is smaller than any fixed 
number for at most a finite collection of tX.) 
Proof: The first inequality of (i) holds for all N;;;.No, as we shall 
now show. Recall from Lemma IV part (c) that 
k L L}v <XJ =!= 0. 
i=l 
k 
Now form the product of ! VN <XJ with all of its conjugates over 
i~l 
Q(i), or Q if i does not belongs to K. The resultant expression is either 
a nonzero integer or a nonzero Gaussian integer; hence, it has absolute 
value at least one. Dividing out by the absolute values of the at most 
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! 
l-1 conjugates to I Lk IXj over Q(i), or Q, and using 
i~l 
ILNI max {lrxil }, 
i 
which is at least one, as an upper bound for each absolute value we obtain 
Therefore the first inequality of (i) holds for all N > N 0 , as was asserted. 
The last inequality of (i) and the first inequality of (ii) follow immediately 
from Lemma IV. If we show that we can satisfy 
(except for a finite number of (rx, lXI, ... , rxk)) for a value of N larger than 
or equal to N 0 we will be through, as the reader may verify by manipulating 
the as yet unproven parts of (i) and (ii). We shall note in this proof that 
our alternative function (instead of f,X1) will satisfy {21) under these 
conditions also. Now 
for some constant c2s> 1 independent of N. We will be through if we 
can show that where 
and 
K2=K2(rx, lXI, ... , 1Xk)=!(f,XI (max {lrxil})l-I)-I 
Ka(m) = f(c;//mrg 
we have, except for a finite number of (rx, lXI, ... , rxk), 
(22) 
with N;;,No. 
Now it is necessary to show that except for a finite number of (rx, lXI, ... , rxk) 
the value of K2(rx, lXI, ... , rxk) is smaller than any preassigned positive 
number. If l= 1 recall that we are only considering those (rx, lXI, ... , rxk) 
such that 
I ~~< (max {lvJI}+ 1). IXj i 
Then f,X1 = lrxl is less than a given positive integer for only a finite number 
of approximations. Therefore K2(rx, lXI, ... , rxk) is smaller than any pre-
assigned positive number in all but a finite number of cases. If l > 1 we 
note that f,X1, ~, ... , and lrxkl are each at least one as rx, lXI, ... , and IXk 
are algebraic integers. Now if (max {lrxil })1-I is bounded from above then 
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~ and each llXJI are bounded from above. This means that the heights 
of the minimal monic polynomials of lX and the lXI, ... , and lXk are bounded 
from above so we are considering only a finite number of cases. (If a 
function other than ~ was used in the statement of the lemma we are 
still all right since the function goes to infinity with the height of the 
minimal polynomial of lX over Q.) 
We shall show that if K2(lX, lX1, ... , lXk) is sufficiently small we can always 
choose an mt=N>No such that 
(23} 
This would complete the proof of the lemma. Note that K2 is always less 
than or equal to l· Hence if K1(m)<K2(lX, lXI, ... , lXk), as it will eventually 
be, we must have m>c2s> l. For m>c2s, K1(m) decreases monotonically 
with m. Hence there is a unique positive integer m such that 
K1(m)<.K2(lX, lXI, ... , lXk)<.KI(m-1). 
By requiring that K2 be sufficiently small we can assure that N = mt is 
larger than any preassigned positive integer. Hence all that remains to 
be shown is that eventually we have 
Kl(m-1)<.Ka(m). 
A direct computation shown that log (K1(m)) and log (KI(m-1}} are 
asymptotic. Hence eventually 
K1(m -1} <. (K1(m))1-•2 
for any e2>0. We set 
(fh -l+ 1} 82= l(fh -l+ 1-.Q). 
Looking at the exponent of mm in Ka(m) it follows that eventually 
K1(m-1) <. (KI(m}}1-"2<,K3(m). 
This proves Lemma V. 
We shall now demonstrate line (20) and thus finish the proof of part 
(a} of Theorem II. Without loss of generality we may make the assump-
tions: a) that each ilXJ{lXi <.(max {lvJI}) + 1, b) that (lXI, ... , lXk) # (0, ... , 0}, 
i 
and c) that a finite number of (lX, lXI, ... , lXk) may be disregarded. If our 
c1(e) is chosen less than or equal to 1 the assertion a) is clear. As none of 
the v;(1 <.j <. k) are zero we only need choose c1(e) such that c1(e) <,max{lvil}, 
in order to satisfy the second assertion b). If m~x { lv1 - ~I} > ~ in the 
disregarded cases, a similar argument shows the third assertion. But if 
m~x {I VJ- ~~} = 0 for (~X, lXI, ... , lXk) then it holds for (nlX, n£X1, .•. , nlXk) 
where n is any positive integer and (20) could not be proven in the re-
maining cases. Now let N and LN be as in Lemma V. 
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We write 
!LN! m~X {lexVj-exjl} > ~i~lliN(exVj-exj)l 
> I it liNexi 1- lexiiLNI > I it L}v exi 1- r;x) ILNI 
~ (1- t) ( !LN! (max {!exi! }))-<l-1) 
i 
by (i) of Lemma V. (We may use our function which substitutes for !ex! 
here to obtain the stronger form of the theorem.) Thus 
m~x {I Vj - ~I} > t( r;x) (m~x { !exi!} )l-1)-1( jLN! )-l 
( )
-(l+l'l') 
> t r;x) (m~x {!exi! })l-1 
using part (ii) of Lemma V, 
Now 
1+st =~= 8 _ 1 
t -1-~ ~-1 
l(p +st) l lp 
for an appropriate et>O. This proves Theorem II part (a). 
2. Proof of Theorem II, part (b) We need the following result: 
Lemma VI. For each positive integer N;;;;,N0 there exists a set of 
k independent linear forms R}v, ... , and R'J. in Vt, ... , and Vk with algebraic 
integral coefficients in K such that for each 1 < i < k 
(i) 
and 
(ii) 
Proof: By Lemma IV given any nonzero k-tuple of algebraic integers 
in K, (ext, ... , exk), there exists a linear form 
k k 
LN = ! liN vi with ! liN exr;;6 0 which satisfies (i) and (ii). Varying 
i=l i=l 
the (ext, ... , exk), consider the set of all such forms LN. Pick out a maximal 
linearly independent set of forms. The number of such forms is clearly k, 
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otherwise for some nonzero (1XI, ... , 1Xk) there exist no form LN with 
k I JJN 1X;# 0. We label these k forms as R},, ... , and R'fv. This proves 
;-1 
Lemma VI. 
Let M denote the matrix of coefficients of the R}.,(l < i < k). By Cramer's 
rule 
k 
(det M) VI= I (det M-t) R'N 
i~l 
where each M-t agrees with M except for the ith columnvector, which 
is {1, 0, ... , 0). Thus 
k -
Jdet MJ ,;;;; jV;J (k!) (m~x {jR}vjk-I}) (mfx {J.R'NJ}) 
for some constant cz9 independent of N, by Lemma VI parts (i) and (ii). 
Now det M is a nonzero algebraic integer and 
jdet Ml < k! (max {jR}vj})k. 
i 
Since the product of det M and each of its at most l-1 conjugates over 
Q or Q(i) is a nonzero rational or Gaussian integer and since each jR}vl > l, 
we have 
Jdet MJ;;;;. (k! (max {jR}vj})k)-<H>. 
i 
Then 
Jdet MJ ;;;;. (c30m)-mk(l-I) 
for a constant cao independent of N by Lemma VI. We must have 
Hence (h + 1-k<k(l-1), by definition (h=t(e+8I)-I-1, therefore 
l( t ) < k for each 8I > 0. Letting 81-+ 0 we obtain part (b) of Theorem II. 
e+8I 
3. Proof of Theorem III. Suppose that f(z) satisfies (5) and the 
linear differential equation (3). By considering the function 
f(z+N(fh + ... +/3m)) 
instead of f(z), where N is a sufficiently large positive integer, we may 
assume that the finitely many singularities of equation (3) and (5) do not 
m 
occur at any of the points I 'YJ-tf3i where each 'YJi is a nonnegative integer. 
i~l m 
Observe here that the representation I 'Y}-t/3-t is unique since {31, .•. , f3m 
i~l 
are linearly independent one Q. Choose F> 1 and let WI, ... , and wrm 
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m 
be the points I 'Y)j fJJ for 0 < 'Y)i < r- 1. By Theorem II part (b) the 
i=l 
dimension of the vector space W over K spanned by the values of f(z) 
and its derivatives at these rm points is at least TmJle. We now shall 
use (5) to obtain an upper bound for [W: K]. Differentiate (5) k times 
(O.;;;;k.;;;;n-1) and solve for f<k>(z+pflm) as a linear combination over K(z) 
m 
of the functions fU>(z + I r1{J1), where O.;;;;l.;;;;n-1, each O.;;;;ri<iJ, and 
i=l m 
im<p. Note that for any value of z of the form I 'YJifli with O<'YJi the 
i=l 
denominators involved will be nonzero. Let 
cal= max {i1, ... , im-1}+ 1. 
We may use the above n equations recursively to express each 
r-1 
f<k>( I 'YJJfJJ) as a linear combination over K of one and the 
i=l 
m 
fU>(( I !hifJJ) + fhflm) 
i=l 
where O.;;;;l.;;;;n-1, 0<f.1<Cal T-1, ... , 0</hm-I<Cal T-1, and O<fh<p-1. 
Thus [W: K] <;n(c31T)m-lp+ 1. Therefore 
rm lp < n(caiT)m-lp+ 1, 
for all T> 1. This is a contradiction; hence, we have proven Theorem III. 
Proof of the Corollary. The existance of (6) and (7) implies that 
the functions iJifi(z) (i;;;.O, j;;;.O) form a finite demensional vector space 
over K(z). Thus iJPf(z), for some p> 1, equals a linear combination over 
K(z) of the iJif(z) (O.;;;;i.;;;;p-1); and, for some n;;;. 1, j<n>(z) equals a linear 
combination of the f<i>(z) ( 0 < j < n- 1 ). Now by Theorem III we are 
through. 
I wish to express my thanks to Professor Popken for his valuable 
suggestions on improving the clarity of this paper and in pointing out 
an error in the proof of the original statement of Theorem II. 
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